
 

Designed and made by Sally Ablett - Quilt 1 

Size of Throw 52" x 52" - unfinished block size 8½" x 8½" 

 



 

Fabrics from the Small Things Coastal collection 
 

1. SM58.2 - Crab, lobster & seahorses on light blue - ⅜yd - 30cm 
2. SM59.3 - Boats & lighthouses on sea green - ⅜yd - 30cm 
3. SM60.1 - Seashells on pink sand - ⅜yd - 30cm 
4. SM62.2 - Puffins & gulls on coastal blue - ⅜yd - 30cm  
5. SM58.3 - Crab, lobster & seahorses on dark blue - ⅜yd - 30cm 
6. SM59.1 - Boats & lighthouses on light blue - ⅜yd - 30cm 
7. SM60.3 - Seashells on blue - ⅜yd - 30cm 
8. SM62.1 - Puffins & gulls on duck egg - ⅜yd 
9. SM61.2 - Beach huts on light red - ⅜yd - 40cm 

10. SM61.1 - Beach huts on clotted cream - ⅜yd - 40cm 
11. BB40 - Cream - ½yd - ½m 
12. BB338 - Mid Blue - ⅝yd - 70cm 
13. BB332 - Sea Blue - ½yd - ½m 

Wadding and backing 56" x 56" 

All measurements include ¼" seam allowances; press each seam as you go. 
You need to join your fabric to get the length for the border strips. 

 

  1   2 - 45º Angle templates 

From each of the fabrics 1 to 8 you need to cut 

2 x 4⅞" x 4⅞" cut in half diagonally once 

4 x 2½" x 8⅞" cut as in template 2 

4 x 2½" x 6⅞" cut as in template 1 

2 x 4⅞" x 4⅞" cut in half diagonally once 

4 x 4¼" x 4¼" cut in half diagonally twice (for border blocks) 

From fabric 9 & 10 you need to cut 

14 x 3⅞" x 3⅞" cut in half diagonally once (border blocks) 

From fabric 11 cut 



2 x 1½" x 32½" sides (border 1) 

2 x 1½" x 34½" top & bottom (border 1) 

2 x 1½" x 48½" sides (border 4) 

2 x 1½" x 50½" top & bottom (border 4) 

From fabric 12 cut 

2 x 1½" x 34½" sides (border 2) 

2 x 1½" x 36½" top & bottom (border 2) 

2 x 1½" x 50½" sides (border 5) 

2 x 1½" x 52½" top & bottom (border 5) 

From fabric 13 cut 

28 x 4¼" x 4¼" cut in half diagonally twice (for border blocks) 

 

All the centre throw blocks are made up in the same way.  

       

Stitch the short side to the triangle press back and then the larger strip to 
complete a larger triangle. Do the same to the other half and then sew 
the two together to make the block. You will have four of each colour 
way. Lay out the blocks as in the main diagram sewing in rows and then 
stitch the rows together to complete the quilt center. 

 



      top left conrer        

Lay ou the fabric pieces for each block. Sew the two small triangles 
together and then stitch to the larger triangle to make a square. Do this 
to all four. Sew in rows and then stitch the rows together to make a 
square. Six blocks for the sides as in the main diagarm and eight for the 
top and bottom. You will stitch borders 1 to 5 in the same way. Sides 
press back and then top and bottom. 

 

Sandwich quilt top, wadding and backing together. Quilt by hand or 
machine as desired. Trim backing and wadding to the size of quilt. 

 

Use your favourite method from fabric 12 to bind the quilt. 

 

 

 

 

Sally Ablett 2023 ©  

 



 

2 Designed and made by Sally Ablett - Throw 2 

Size of Throw 52" x 52" - unfinished block size 8½" x 8½" 

 



 

Fabrics from the Small Things Coastal collection 
 

1. SM58.3 - Crab, lobster & seahorses on dark blue - ⅜yd - 30cm 
2. SM59.2 - Boats & lighthouses on bright blue - ⅜yd - 30cm 
3. SM60.2 - Seashells on sand - ⅜yd - 30cm 
4. SM62.3 - Puffins & gulls on dark blue - ⅜yd - 30cm  
5. SM58.1 - Crab, lobster & seahorses on cream - ⅜yd - 30cm 
6. SM59.2 - Boats & lighthouses on bright blue - ⅜yd - 30cm 
7. SM60.1 - Seashells on pink sand - ⅜yd - 30cm 
8. SM62.2 - Puffins & gulls on coastal blue - ⅜yd - 30cm 
9. SM61.3 - Beach huts on dark blue - ⅜yd - 40cm 
10. SM61.1 - Beach huts on clotted cream - ⅜yd - 40cm 
11. BB40 - Cream - ½yd - ½m  
12. BB342 - Bright Coastal -⅝yd - 70cm 
13. BB306 - Bella Pink ½yd - ½m 

Wadding and backing 56" x 56" 

All measurements include ¼" seam allowances; press each seam as you go. 
You need to join your fabric to get the length for the border strips. 

 

  1   2 - 45º Angle templates 

From each of the fabrics 1 to 8 you need to cut 

2 x 4⅞" x 4⅞" cut in half diagonally once 

4 x 2½" x 8⅞" cut as in template 2 

4 x 2½" x 6⅞" cut as in template 1 

2 x 4⅞" x 4⅞" cut in half diagonally once 

4 x 4¼" x 4¼" cut in half diagonally twice (for border blocks) 

From fabric 9 & 10 you need to cut 

14 x 3⅞" x 3⅞" cut in half diagonally once (border blocks) 

From fabric 11 cut 



2 x 1½" x 32½" sides (border 1) 

2 x 1½" x 34½" top & bottom (border 1) 

2 x 1½" x 48½" sides (border 4) 

2 x 1½" x 50½" top & bottom (border 4) 

From fabric 12 cut 

2 x 1½" x 34½" sides (border 2) 

2 x 1½" x 36½" top & bottom (border 2) 

2 x 1½" x 50½" sides (border 5) 

2 x 1½" x 52½" top & bottom (border 5) 

From fabric 13 cut 

28 x 4¼" x 4¼" cut in half diagonally twice (for border blocks) 

 

All the centre throw blocks are made up in the same way.  

       

Stitch the short side to the triangle press back and then the larger strip to 
complete a larger triangle. Do the same to the other half and then sew 
the two together to make the block. You will have four of each colour 
way. Lay out the blocks as in the main diagram sewing in rows and then 
stitch the rows together to complete the quilt center. 

 



      top left conrer        

Lay ou the fabric pieces for each block. Sew the two small triangles 
together and then stitch to the larger triangle to make a square. Do this 
to all four. Sew in rows and then stitch the rows together to make a 
square. Six blocks for the sides as in the main diagarm and eight for the 
top and bottom. You will stitch borders 1 to 5 in the same way. Sides 
press back and then top and bottom. 

 

Sandwich quilt top, wadding and backing together. Quilt by hand or 
machine as desired. Trim backing and wadding to the size of quilt. 

 

Use your favourite method from fabric 12 to bind the quilt. 
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